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NEW QUESTION: 1
A CIFS user has previously accessed a Data Mover with a
secondary Usermapper service, and performs a subsequent access
to the same Data Mover. Which describes the mapping operation
for this user?
A. The secmap cache on the Data Mover being accessed provides
the user mapping.
B. The secondary Usermapper queries the primary Usermapper
service, which in turn provides the user mapping from its
database.
C. The secondary Usermapper service provides the user mapping
from its database.
D. The secmap cache on the Data Mover with the primary
Usermapper service provides the user mapping.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2

You are developing an application by using C#. The application
includes a method named
SendMessage. The SendMessage() method requires a string input.
You need to replace "Hello" with "Goodbye" in the parameter
that is passed to the
SendMessage() method.
Which two code segments can you use to achieve this goal? (Each
correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.)
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
* The first parameter should be Hello.
* String.Replace Method (String, String)
Returns a new string in which all occurrences of a specified
string in the current instance are replaced with another
specified string.
This method does not modify the value of the current instance.
Instead, it returns a new string in which all occurrences of
oldValue are replaced by newValue.

NEW QUESTION: 3
The last path to a LUN fails. What is the status of this path
in Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager (HDLM)?
A. Online (E)
B. Offline (E)
C. Offline (C)
D. Online (F)
Answer: A
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